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Abstract: Gaofen-1 02/03/04 satellites, the first civilian high resolution optical operational
constellation in China, have Earth observation capabilities with panchromatic/multispectral imaging
at 2/8 m resolution. Satellite jitter, the fluctuation of satellite points, has a negative influence on
the geometric quality of high-resolution optical satellite imagery. This paper presents an improved
jitter detection method based on parallax observation of multispectral sensors for Gaofen-1 02/03/04
satellites, which can eliminate the effect of the relative internal error induced by lens distortion,
and accurately estimate the parameters of satellite jitter. The relative internal error is estimated by
polynomial modelling and removed from the original parallax image generated by pixel-to-pixel
image matching between two bands of images. The accurate relative time-varying error and absolute
distortion caused by satellite jitter could be estimated by using the sine function. Three datasets of
multispectral images captured by Gaofen-1 02/03/04 satellites were used to conduct the experiments.
The results show that the relative system errors in both the across- and along-track directions can
be modelled with a quadratic polynomial, and satellite jitter with a frequency of 1.1–1.2 Hz in the
across-track direction was detected for the first time. The amplitude of the jitter differed in the three
datasets. The largest amplitude, from satellite 04, is 1.3 pixels. The smallest amplitude, from satellite
02, is 0.077 pixels. The reliability and accuracy of the detection results were verified by using two
groups of band combinations and ortho-images with a 1 m resolution. The comparison results show
that the detection accuracy is improved by approximately 30% using the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

Satellite jitter, which is the micro-vibration of satellites, has become one of the most important
factors affecting the geometric quality of high-resolution optical satellite imagery [1–4]. Satellite jitter
has been observed in many high-resolution satellites, including QuickBird, Beijing-1, ALOS, Pleiades,
ZiYuan1-02C (ZY1-02C), and ZiYuan-3 (ZY-3) [5–13]. Satellite jitter of 0.6–0.7 Hz was found during the
early in-flight data collection of ZiYuan-3, which caused an internal periodic distortion in both the
three-line array camera imagery and multispectral camera imagery [13–17].

To remove the negative effect of jitter on the quality of the images and their products, jitter
detection is one of most important steps in ground processing systems as it allows distortion caused
by satellite jitter to be corrected [4,18]. Furthermore, jitter detection can also determine the source of
satellite jitter. The published methods of jitter detection can be categorized into two classes. One class
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is based on using imagery to obtain the distortion caused by satellite jitter through using images with
parallax observation (such as multispectral imagery, staggered CCD (Charge Coupled Device) images,
and stereo image pairs), ortho-images, or linear objects in images [6–8,11–17,19–22]. The other class is
based on attitude sensors to measure the fluctuating attitude [23–25]. Table 1 lists the state-of-the-art
jitter detection results using these two kinds of methods. Due to higher flexibility, independence,
and low cost, jitter detection based on imagery with parallax observation has been widely used with
many satellites.

Table 1. The state-of-the-art jitter detection results and adopted methods.

Satellites
(Launch Year) Main Results Adopted Method Pros Cons

ASTER
(1999)

Across track:
0.2 pixels,

1.5 Hz [19]

SWIR imagery
with parallax
observation

Independent of external
data; Level-1B data

products were used, no
need to consider the

impact of other errors

Lack of
applicability of

multi–CCDs
images

Pleiades-HR
(2011)

Across track:
0.18 pixels, 71.5 Hz;

Along track:
0.25 pixels, 71 Hz [10]

Multispectral
imagery with

parallax
observation

Independent of external
data; low cost

The other relative
error between two
bands would affect
the detect results.

ZY-3
(2012)

Across track: 0.5–1.5 pixels,
0.65 Hz;

Along track: 0.2–0.6 pixels,
0.65 Hz [13]

HiRISE
(2005)

Across track:
4–5 pixels, 1.4 Hz [2,7]

Staggered CCD
images with

parallax
observation

Independent of external
data; low cost

Limit to the
overlap between
the adjacent CCD

images

Mapping satellite-1
(2010)

Along track:
0.10 pixels, 0.1 Hz;
0.05 pixels, 0.6 Hz;

0.05 pixels, 4 Hz [12]
ZY1-02C

(2011)
Across track:

3.56 pixels, 0.3 Hz [22]

ALOS
(2006)

Along track:
1 pixel, 6–7 Hz;

Sub-pixel, 60–70 Hz [9]

Stereo images with
parallax

observation

Independent of external
data; low cost

Topographic relief
would affect the

detect results.

QuickBird
(2001)

Across track:
5 pixels, 1 Hz;

0.2 pixels, 4.3 Hz [2]
ortho–images

Distortion caused by
jitter can be directly

obtained.

Relying on external
data

Beijing-1
(2005)

Across track:
0.5 pixels; 200 HZ [6]

linear objects in
images

Independent of external
data; low cost

Limited to
detecting jitter
across the track

Yaogan-26
(2014)

Across track:
0.02–0.05 arcsec, 100 Hz

Across track:
0.01–0.05 arcsec, 100 Hz [25]

high–frequency
angular

displacement

attitude determination
results combined with

star sensor can be
directly used for

geometric preprocessing

Limit to observing
bandwidth of

attitude sensor

Gaofen-1 02/03/04 satellites, launched on the 13 March 2018, comprise the first civilian high-resolution
optical operational constellation in China. Two identical 2/8 m optical cameras with a panchromatic
band and four multispectral bands are installed on each satellite. The four multispectral bands include
blue (B1), green (B2), red (B3), and infrared (B4), which are placed parallel to a focal plane with parallax
observation. Each band has three sub-CCDs, named CCD1–3, as shown in Figure 1. If the satellites fly
smoothly, the coordinate difference of the corresponding points on two different bands in the image
is almost fixed, considering the distance between the two bands is very small, and the projection
errors caused by topographic relief can be ignored. Otherwise, the coordinate difference will vary
with time when satellite jitter exists. Hence, satellite jitter can be detected by analyzing the parallax of
multispectral images, which can be applied to the Gaofen-1 02/03/04 satellites.
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Jitter detection based on multispectral images was first presented by Teshima and Iwasaki [19]
using the level-1B data products of ASTER/SWIR sensor with a pushbroom system of 2048 linear-array
detectors of a CCD, which are projected to the map after radiometric calibration and geometric
correction. For multi-CCD sensors, level 0 raw image data is used to guarantee the detected results will
not be affected by geometric correction and slicing operations [13]. However, the internal distortion,
such as lens distortion and CCD deformation in raw images, is a non-negligible factor that will
affect the estimation accuracy of satellite jitter, which has not been considered in previous studies.
To address this problem, this paper presents an improved jitter detection method that considers the
internal distortion for Gaofen-1 02/03/04 satellites. The relative internal distortion between bands
was estimated by polynomial modelling and removed from the parallax images, such that the accurate
relative time-varying error was obtained, and the jitter distortion was modelled by the sine function.
The results of three Gaofen-1 02/03/04 satellite image scenes show the existence of satellite jitter during
the early in-flight data collection period, which provided efficient information for in-flight testing.

2. Materials and Methods

Suppose that ∆t is the time interval between two bands of scanning of the same ground surface;
the relative error, G(t), caused by satellite jitter, can be expressed by the following [3,4]:

G(t) = D(t + ∆t)− D(t), (1)

where D(t) is the absolute distortion caused by satellite jitter.
To reconstruct the satellite jitter using parallax observation of multispectral imagery, the key

is to extract and model the relative time-varying errors between two bands. As mentioned above,
the relative error between two bands consists of not only the relative time-varying error caused by
satellite jitter, but also the relative internal error induced by the camera, such as lens distortion and
CCD deformation. Before modeling the relative time-varying error, the relative internal error should
be estimated and removed from the relative error. For linear-array pushbroom imaging sensors,
the internal distortion varies with the detector number of the CCD (image column number), and the
jitter distortion varies with time (image line number), which means these two kinds of errors are
orthonormal. The relative internal error could be extracted by analyzing the rules of the relative error
change occurring with the image column number of the parallax image, which is generated by image
matching. The relative time-varying error would be further modelled after removing the relative
internal error from the parallax image.

There are three main steps in the whole workflow of jitter detection for Gaofen-1 02/03/04
satellites using raw multispectral images, as shown in Figure 2. First, the parallax image across
and along the track between two bands is generated by pixel-by-pixel image matching after relative
radiometric correction. Then, the relative internal error of the parallax imagery is estimated by fitting a
polynomial model, with the image sample numbers serving as independent variables and removed
from the parallax images. Finally, the relative time-varying error is estimated by calculating the
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average value of each line in the refined parallax images, such that the absolute jitter distortion could
be estimated by a sine function model.
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2.1. Parallax Image Generation by Pixel-by-Pixel Matching

To ensure the accuracy of image matching, relative radiometric correction should be conducted to
solve the problem of response inconsistency from different detectors, sub-CCDs and bands, through
inflight relative radiometric calibration [26].

To ensure the corresponding points distribute evenly and sufficiently, every pixel in the sample
direction in each line of the image that has a later imaging time is taken as a detection candidate point.
Then, the designed row offset is taken as the initial value, and correlation matching and least-squared
matching [27,28] are successively employed to obtain corresponding points with sub-pixel accuracy
from the other band image that has an earlier imaging time. Corresponding points whose coordinate
differences are beyond the threshold value will be detected and removed.

After image matching, the coordinate differences, ∆(∆xi,j, ∆yi,j), of every point can be calculated.
∆xi,j is the coordinate difference in the sample direction, and ∆yi,j is the coordinate difference in the
line direction minus the designed row offset, where i and j are the sample number and line number of
the candidate detection point, respectively. To match failed points, an invalid value, such as −9999,
is assigned as the coordinate difference. The DN value of parallax images across the track and along
the track, which present coordinate differences in the across- and along-track directions, are assigned
by ∆xi,j and ∆yi,j, respectively.

2.2. Relative Internal Error Removal

The parallax images which represent the coordinate difference consist of not only the relative
time-varying error, but also the relative internal error from the camera. Therefore, the relative internal
error should be determined and removed before jitter error modelling.

Considering that the relative error between two bands from a linear-array pushbroom camera is a
kind of systematic error generally expressed by polynomial model indexed with the CCD detector
number [29,30], the relative internal error can be determined by employing a polynomial model
index with the image sample number, which means that the error changes with the sample number.
To simplify calculations, the average value of each column in the parallax image is calculated, then the
polynomial model coefficients are estimated from the averaged value via a least-square fit method.
Finally, the refined parallax image is generated by removing the relative systematic error from the
original parallax image.
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The averaged value of each column of the parallax image is calculated as follows:

Sxi =
j=n
∑

j = 0
∆xi,j 6= −9999

∆xi,j/Ni

Syi =
j=n
∑

j = 0
∆yi,j 6= −9999

∆yi,j/Ni

, (2)

where Sxi and Syi are the averaged values of column i in the across- and along-track directions,
respectively, n is the total line number of the parallax image, and Ni is the valid number of
corresponding points in column i.

The relative internal error, Ŝ(i)(Ŝx(i), Ŝy(i)), could be expressed by the polynomial model, which
is a function with the image sample number, i, as an independent variable, as Equation (3) shows:

Ŝx(i) =
K
∑

k=0
akik

Ŝy(i) =
K
∑

k=0
bkik

, (3)

where ak and bk are the coefficients of the polynomial model for the relative internal error in the across-
and along-track directions, respectively, and K is the highest degree of the polynomial model, which
depends on the error characters, k =1, 2, . . . , K.

The DN value, ∆̃i,j(∆̃xi,j, ∆̃yi,j), of the refined parallax image in both the across- and along-track
directions can be expressed by the following formula:

∆̃i,j =

{
∆i,j − Ŝ(i) ∆xi,j 6= −9999, ∆yi,j 6= −9999

∆i,j ∆xi,j = −9999, ∆yi,j 6= −9999
, (4)

2.3. Jitter Distortion Estimation

Unlike the relative internal error caused by the camera, error induced by jitter is time-varying.
Therefore, the relative error caused by jitter is also time-varying, which means the error changes with
the line number. To estimate the jitter distortion, the averaged relative time-varying error of line j is
first calculated using the refined parallax image with Equation (5):

Gxj =
i=m
∑

j = 0;
∆xi,j 6= −9999

∆̃xi,j/Nj

Gyj =
i=m
∑

j = 0;
∆xi,j 6= −9999

∆̃yi,j/Nj

, (5)

where Gxj and Gyj are the averaged relative time-varying errors of line j in the across- and along-track
directions, respectively, m is the total column number of the refined parallax image, and Nj is the valid
number of corresponding points in line j.

To reconstruct the jitter, the periodic parameters, including frequency, amplitude and phase of
the relative time-varying error in both directions, should be determined. First, the main frequency
and amplitude of the relative time-varying error is analyzed by Fourier transform. Then, the sine
function is used to fit the relative time-varying error by taking the spectrum analysis result as the
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initial value; therefore, the accurate frequency, amplitude, and initial phase can be estimated. The
relative time-varying error caused by satellite jitter can be expressed by the following formula [31]:

G(t) =
N

∑
k=1

Ark · sin(2π fkt + ϕk
′
), (6)

where t is the imaging time of image line j, t = τ j, τ is the integral time of each line, fk, Ark, ϕk
′ are the

frequency, amplitude, and initial phase of the kth sine component of the relative time-varying error,
and N is the total number of sine components.

According to the properties of the resultant vibration, the frequency of jitter distortion is the
same as the relative time-varying error [13,16]. If there is only one sine component in the relative
time-varying error during a short imaging period, the amplitude of jitter distortion can be calculated
using Equation (7) by substituting Equation (6) into Equation (1) [13,22]:

Ad = Ar/(2 sin(π f ∆t)), (7)

where Ad is the amplitude of jitter distortion, Ar and f are the amplitude and frequency of the relative
time-varying error, respectively, and ∆t is the time interval between two bands of scanning of the same
ground surface.

The initial phase, ϕ, of jitter distortion can be further calculated using Equation (8) [13,22]:

ϕ =

{
ϕ′ − π/2− π f ∆t 0 < mod( f ∆t/2, 2) < 1

ϕ′ + π/2− π f ∆t 1 < mod( f ∆t/2, 2) < 2
, (8)

where mod( f ∆t/2, 2) presents the remainder of f ∆t/2 by 2.
Thus, the absolute distortion, D(t), caused by satellite jitter can be expressed as Equation (9):

D(t) =


Ar

2 sin(π f ∆t) · sin(2π f t + ϕ′ − π/2− π f ∆t) 0 < mod( f ∆t/2, 2) < 1
Ar

2 sin(π f ∆t) · sin(2π f t + ϕ′ + π/2− π f ∆t) 1 < mod( f ∆t/2, 2) < 2
, (9)

If the satellite jitter has more than one sine component, every component of jitter distortion
can be determined from the corresponding component of the relative time-varying error as for
single-frequency satellite jitter. The multiple-frequency distortion caused by satellite jitter can be
expressed as Equation (10):

D(t) =
N

∑
k=1

Ark
2 sin(π fk∆t)

· sin(2π fkt + ϕk), (10)

where ϕk =

{
ϕk
′ − π/2− π f ∆t 0 < mod( f ∆t/2, 2) < 1

ϕk
′ + π/2− π f ∆t 1 < mod( f ∆t/2, 2) < 2

.

It is noted that Formulas (6–10) are valid for the jitter distortion estimation in both the across- and
along-track directions.

3. Results

3.1. Data Description

Three datasets of raw multispectral images captured by three different satellites during the early
inflight data collection period were used to conduct the experiments. The basic information regarding
the data is shown in Table 2. The raw multispectral images contain three sub-CCD images. The thumbnails
of the three images are shown in Figure 3.
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Table 2. Basic information of the datasets.

Image ID Satellite ID Imaging Date Center Location Image Size Imaging Duration

Scene A 03 2018.04.15 E120.1 N36.9 4584 × 1536 × 3 5.12 s
Scene B 04 2018.04.15 E100.0 N43.0 4584 × 1536 × 3 4.83 s
Scene C 02 2018.04.19 E134.9 S16.3 4584 × 1536 × 3 5.20 s
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3.2. Jitter Detection Results

Considering that the radiometric character of infrared band images (B4) is very different from
that of visible band images (B1, B2, and B3), only B1, B2, and B3 images were used in the experiments.

3.2.1. Results of Band Combination B1–B2

The parallax images of sub-CCD images between B1 and B2 were generated as shown in Figures 4
and 5. It is obvious that the coordinate differences across the track of the three image scenes are
periodically varied in correlation with the imaging line, but there is no obvious change along the track
for all three sub-CCD images. The amplitude of the variation in Scene C is not as large as those in
Scenes A and B. It is indicated that satellite jitter exists with different amplitudes during different
imaging periods. Meanwhile, it is noted that the coordinate differences in both directions also change
gradually with the sample number from CCD1 to CCD3, which means that there are relative systematic
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To avoid the negative effect on the jitter detection, the relative systematic error between these two
bands was estimated by the quadratic polynomial model using the method presented in Section 2.2.
Figures 6–8 show the relative systematic errors and the fitting curves of Scenes A, B, and C. Table 3 lists
the estimated polynomial coefficients in both the across and along the track of each scene. It is noted
that the relative systematic errors of the three CCDs in the same scene are different, and the relative
systematic errors with the same CCD number of the three images differ from each other because they
are from three different satellites. Interestingly, the relative systematic error of the three CCDs in both
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the across- and along-track directions show strong continuity, and a quadratic polynomial model can
fit the relative systematic errors from Figures 6–8 very well. From Table 3, it is not hard to find that
the values of coefficient a2 of the three scenes are lower by 1–2 orders of magnitude compared to the
values of coefficient b2, which implies the relative systematic errors across the track are closer to the
linear characteristic.
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Table 3. Estimated polynomial coefficients of the relative systematic error between B1 and B2.

Image ID Direction CCD No. a2/b2 a1/b1 a0/b0

Scene A Across track 1 5.66 × 10−8 −3.14 × 10−4 −2.62 × 10−1

2 2.09 × 10−9 −2.61 × 10−4 1.22 × 10−1

3 8.67 × 10−8 −3.37 × 10−4 4.79 × 10−1

Along track 1 −1.20 × 10−7 −1.89 × 10−4 3.92 × 10−2

2 −1.11 × 10−7 1.23 × 10−4 1.11 × 10−1

3 −2.05 × 10−7 7.21 × 10−4 −5.06 × 10−1

Scene B Across track 1 3.04 × 10−9 −2.45 × 10−4 −1.02 × 10−1

2 −2.84 × 10−8 −2.49 × 10−4 3.02 × 10−1

3 −8.59 × 10−9 −2.39 × 10−4 6.59 × 10−1

Along track 1 −8.19 × 10−8 −4.01 × 10−4 −1.35 × 10−2

2 −1.48 × 10−7 1.08 × 10−4 1.08 × 10−1

3 −1.69 × 10−7 5.74 × 10−4 −3.57 × 10−1

Scene C Across track 1 3.62 × 10−8 −2.97 × 10−4 −1.83 × 10−1

2 5.03 × 10−8 −2.70 × 10−4 1.19 × 10−1

3 1.89 × 10−8 −1.97 × 10−4 3.60 × 10−1

Along track 1 −9.83 × 10−8 −3.84 × 10−4 1.61 × 10−2

2 −1.99 × 10−7 1.21 × 10−4 3.01 × 10−1

3 −1.71 × 10−7 5.69 × 10−4 −1.14 × 10−1

After removing the relative systematic errors from the original parallax images using the above
estimated results, the refined parallax images were generated as shown in Figures 9 and 10. It is obvious
that the relative systematic errors in both directions are eliminated. As the geometric difference of each
detector was eliminated, the periodicity of the refined parallax images across the track became more
obvious. However, it is still difficult to find the time-varying change in the three parallax images along
the track, as shown in Figure 10, which means satellite jitter mainly happened in the rolling angle.
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Based on the refined parallax image across the track, the averaged relative error of each line in the
across-track direction was calculated for these three images. The relative time-varying error curves of
the three images, shown in Figure 11, reveal an obvious sine periodicity that changes with time, which
is caused by satellite jitter. The estimated frequency, amplitude, and phase of the relative time-varying
errors and absolute distortion are listed in Table 4. From the results, the jitter frequencies of the
three images suffered are very similar, approximately 1.1–1.2 Hz, and the period equals 0.83–0.91 s,
amounting to approximately 830 imaging lines. In addition, the amplitudes of the relative error
and absolute distortion are all less than 1.5 pixels. For B1–B2, the 2 sin(π fx∆t) in Equation (6) is
approximately 0.5, so the absolute distortion is almost twice as big as the relative time-varying error.
The biggest distortion caused by satellite jitter is in Scene B, which is 1.2935 pixels in the image space,
equaling 10.348 meters in the object space. The smallest distortion is in Scene C, which is 0.0774 pixels
in the image space, equaling 0.6192 meters in the object space.
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Table 4. Detected results using B1–B2 images.

Image ID Error Type Frequency/Hz Amplitude/Pixels Phase/Rad

Scene A Relative 1.1012 0.6819 1.8017
Absolute 1.1012 1.1694 −0.0650

Scene B Relative 1.2046 0.7713 −1.5587
Absolute 1.2046 1.2935 2.8509

Scene C Relative 1.0954 0.0453 3.0147
Absolute 1.0954 0.0774 1.1471

From Figure 11, the frequencies and phases of the fitting results for the three images have strong
consistency with the detected results of relative time-varying errors. However, the amplitude of each
fitting result has some differences with the corresponding detected result, especially in the positions of
peaks and troughs. It is possible that the image matching accuracy was not stable when the differences
of the geometric distortion between two bands increased. The other possibility is that the amplitude of
satellite jitter is not fixed, so that a single sin function has disadvantages in describing the time-varying
error perfectly.

To evaluate accuracy of the fitting results, the residuals of each fitting result were calculated
as show in Figure 11. The statistical results of the fitting residuals are listed in Table 5. From the
statistical results, the root mean squared errors (RMSEs) of the fitting residuals for the three images
are all less than 0.05 pixels, and the absolute values of minimum (Min.) error and maximum (Max.)
error are all less than 0.1 pixels. This indicates that the fitting accuracy can meet the requirement of
subpixel-accuracy geometric processing and application.
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Table 5. Statistical results of the fitting residuals (unit: pixel).

Image ID Mean Error RMSE Min. Error Max. Error

Scene A 0.0197 0.0453 −0.0918 0.0892
Scene B −0.0231 0.0361 −0.0620 0.0201
Scene C 0.0024 0.0114 −0.0342 0.0498

3.2.2. Results of Band Combination B2–B3

Jitter detection experiments using the B2–B3 band combination were conducted in keeping with
the experiments performed using the B1–B2 band combination. Satellite jitter was only found to be
the same across the track as the results of B1–B2. The parallax images across the track between B2
and B3 are shown in Figure 12. Table 6 lists the estimated quadratic polynomial coefficients of the
relative systematic error across the track between B2 and B3. Compared with the coefficients of the
relative systematic error across the track between B1 and B2, the coefficients are all in the same order of
magnitude, which means the relative systematic error between B1 and B2 in the across-track direction
is also close to the linear characteristic.
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Figure 12. Parallax images across the track between B2 and B3 of (a) Scene A, (b) Scene B, and
(c) Scene C.

Table 6. Estimated polynomial coefficients of the relative systematic error across the track between B2
and B3.

Image ID CCD No. a2 a1 a0

Scene A 1 3.35 × 10−8 −2.37 × 10−4 −1.87 × 10−1

2 −2.26 × 10−9 −1.71 × 10−4 7.46 × 10−2

3 3.33 × 10−8 −1.85 × 10−4 3.13 × 10−1

Scene B 1 −6.35 × 10−9 −1.66 × 10−4 −6.86 × 10−2

2 −2.98 × 10−9 −2.00 × 10−4 2.23 × 10−1

3 −1.13 × 10−8 −1.81 × 10−4 5.00 × 10−1

Scene C 1 1.28 × 10−8 −1.99 × 10−4 −1.36 × 10−1

2 1.98 × 10−8 −1.55 × 10−4 7.01 × 10−2

3 1.44 × 10−8 −1.34 × 10−4 2.42 × 10−1

After removing the relative systematic error, the refined parallax images between B2 and B3 were
generated, as shown in Figure 13. The periodic changes with time in the three refined parallax images
are more obvious along the image line, and the error in the same line is identical. The frequency,
amplitude, and phase of the relative time-varying error and absolute distortion were estimated, as
shown in Table 7.
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Figure 13. Refined parallax images across the track between B2 and B3 of (a) Scene A, (b) Scene B, and
(c) Scene C.

Table 7. Detected results using B2–B3 images

Image ID Error Type Frequency/Hz Amplitude/Pixels Phase/Rad

Scene A Relative 1.1013 0.5850 1.7865
Absolute 1.1013 1.1861 −0.0335

Scene B Relative 1.2046 0.6565 −1.5760
Absolute 1.2046 1.3015 2.8918

Scene C Relative 1.0952 0.0380 2.9421
Absolute 1.0952 0.0767 1.1214

4. Discussion

4.1. Consistency Analysis of Results from Two Band Combinations

From the results described above, the detected frequencies of B2–B3 are almost the same as the
results of B1–B2. The amplitude differences of the absolute distortion in the three images are all less
than 0.02 pixels, which is comparable with the results of B1–B2. It is noted that the relative time-varying
errors of B2–B3 are smaller than those of B1–B2 because the distance between B2 and B3 is smaller than
that between B1–B2, as Figure 1 shows. The phase differences of the absolute distortion between the
two groups of results are less than 0.05 rad.

For a comprehensive assessment, the absolute distortions of each image line, calculated by the
sine function using the estimated parameters from the two groups, were compared quantitatively,
and the statistical results of the three images are listed in Table 8.

Table 8. Comparison statistical results (unit: pixel).

Image ID Mean Error RMSE Min. Error Max. Error

Scene A −0.0013 0.0281 −0.0404 0.0401
Scene B 0.0019 0.0378 0.0537 −0.0537
Scene C 0.0003 0.0068 −0.0098 0.0097

From the statistical results, the mean errors of the three images are all less than 0.002 pixels, the
RMSEs are all less than 0.05 pixels, and the absolute values of the Min. error and Max. error are
all much less than 0.1 pixels. This indicates that the estimated parameters of satellite jitter from the
two band combination groups are strongly consistent.

4.2. Evaluation Results Using Ortho-Images

To further evaluate the reliability of the detected results, jitter detection based on ortho-images was
conducted. The main steps of jitter distortion detection based on ortho-imagery include dense ground
control point (GCP) matching, discrepancy calculation based on geometric imaging modelling [32,33],
and image distortion fitting by sine function [15]. In these experiments, ortho-images with a 1 m
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resolution covering the area of the three test datasets were used. There was a total of 2415, 2069, and
4592 GCPs obtained by image matching using B1 for Scenes A, B, and C, respectively. The discrepancies
of the GCPs were calculated with the rational function model (RFM), which was refined by affine
modelling to remove the linear system error [34,35]. Due to an insufficient frequency of attitude
observations, the RFM cannot absorb the distortion caused by satellite jitter; therefore, the discrepancies
of the GCPs in Scenes A and B are periodically varied with the line numbers, as shown in Figure 14a,b.
However, the discrepancies of the GCPs in Scene C are randomly distributed with the line numbers, as
shown in Figure 14c. It is implied that the image distortion amplitude of Scene C is too small to detect by
ortho-images, due to the limitation of the accuracy of the GCP matching between multisource images.
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The results from sine function-fitting of the absolute distortion of Scenes A and B in the across-track
direction according to the ortho-images and the statistical accuracy results compared with the B1–B2
results are listed in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. The detected results, including frequency, amplitude
and phase from the two different methods, are also strongly consistent. The RMSE is considerably
smaller than 0.1 pixels and the absolute values of the min. error and max. error are approximately
0.1 pixels.

Table 9. Fitting results of absolute distortion across the track according to the ortho-images.

Image ID Frequency/Hz Amplitude/Pixels Phase/Rad

Scene A 1.0991 1.1498 −0.0339
Scene B 1.2020 1.2842 2.9014

Table 10. Statistical accuracy results (unit: pixel)

Image ID Mean Error RMSE Min. Error Max. Error

Scene A −0.0014 0.0610 −0.1150 0.1082
Scene B −0.0015 0.0268 −0.0578 0.0519

Due to the limitation of the accuracy of the GCP matching between multisource images,
the accuracy of jitter detection by ortho-imagery is not as good as by multispectral images, especially
for satellite jitter with micro-amplitudes, as in Scene C.

4.3. Comparison with the Conventional Method

To analyze the improved effect of the proposed method, the conventional method—which does
not remove the relative systematic error based on the original parallax images—was used to estimate
the frequency, amplitude, and phase of the relative time-varying error and absolute distortion in the
across-track direction, as shown in Table 11. It is noted that the differences between the results of the
conventional method and the proposed method are very small. The reason for this phenomenon is
that the relative systematic errors between two images in the across the track is antisymmetric, with
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the center of the CCD as shown in Figures 6–8, so the negative effect caused by systematic errors was
offset by averaging the relative error of each image line. However, the estimation accuracy of the
relative time-varying error by the proposed method is higher than that obtained using the conventional
method, as shown in Figure 15 and Table 12. Figure 15 presents the side views of the parallax images
between B1 and B2 of the three images. The blue dots and red dots represent the relative errors
between B1 and B2 before and after removing relative systematic error, respectively. It is obvious that
the red dots are more compact than the blue dots, which means the standard deviation of the red dots
is smaller. To evaluate the estimation accuracy of the relative error in each image line, the RMSE of the
residuals after averaging the relative errors of corresponding points in the same line was calculated,
and the averaged RMSE of the whole image is listed in Table 12. The results show that the detection
accuracy is improved by approximately 30% when using the proposed method for these three images.

Table 11. Results of the conventional method.

Image ID Band Combination Error Type Frequency/Hz Amplitude/Pixels Phase/Rad

Scene A B1–B2 Relative 1.1012 0.6811 1.7991
Absolute 1.1012 1.1679 −0.0675

B2–B3 Relative 1.1013 0.5838 1.7828
Absolute 1.1013 1.1837 −0.0371

Scene B B1–B2 Relative 1.2048 0.7701 −1.5653
Absolute 1.2048 1.2911 2.8443

B2–B3 Relative 1.2049 0.6552 −1.5820
Absolute 1.2049 1.2987 2.8754

Scene C B1–B2 Relative 1.0961 0.0446 3.0083
Absolute 1.0961 0.0763 1.1405

B2–B3 Relative 1.0953 0.0379 2.9429
Absolute 1.0953 0.0767 1.1222
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Table 12. Detection accuracy comparison.

Image ID Scene A Scene B Scene C

Conventional method (pixel) 0.209 0.200 0.175
Proposed method (pixel) 0.141 0.122 0.126

Improving ratio (%) 32.54% 39.00% 28.00%

Additionally, the proposed jitter detection method is more effective for non-antisymmetric relative
systematic errors in parallax observations. According to the estimated results of the relative systematic
errors along the track in Figures 6–8, the satellite jitter of Gaofen-1 02/03/04 satellites in the along-track
direction could be estimated more accurately using the proposed method than the conventional method
if satellite jitter in the pitch angle has occurred. Therefore, the proposed method is more robust, as it
would not be affected by the systematic error from the camera.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, an improved jitter detection method based on multispectral imagery for Gaofen-1
02/03/04 satellites was presented. To obtain accurate detection results, the relative systematic error
between two bands of images, which is induced by the camera design, was estimated by polynomial
modelling in the sample dimension. After removing the relative systematic error, the relative
time-varying error and absolute distortion caused by satellite jitter were successively estimated.
Three datasets captured by three satellites were used to conduct the experiments. The results show that
the relative system error in both the across- and along-track directions can be modelled with a quadratic
polynomial. Satellite jitter with a frequency of 1.1–1.2 Hz in the across-track direction was detected
in the three datasets using two groups of band combinations for the first time. The amplitude of the
jitter differed among different datasets. The largest amplitude, which is from satellite 04, is 1.3 pixels.
The smallest amplitude, which is from satellite 02, is 0.077 pixels. Meanwhile, ortho-images with a 1 m
resolution were applied to further demonstrate the reliability and accuracy of the results using the
proposed method. Compared with the conventional method, the detection accuracy is improved by
approximately 30% when the proposed method for the experimental data.

In future work, more datasets with longer imaging duration should be used to analyze the
spatiotemporal characteristics of the satellite jitter based on the proposed method, and the effective jitter
distortion compensation method based on the detected results for both multispectral and panchromatic
imagery should be further investigated.
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